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A little about me

Strategies for
Introvert-Leaning JETs

• From Michigan, USA
• 4th year JET at Toryo Senior High School

Chase Sutherland

What is an Introvert?
• What do you think when you hear
“introvert?”
• Introverts prefer subdued, solitary
experiences
• Introversion ≠ shy
• Introverts tend to react more to sensory
stimuli

Socializing and Thinking

Different people react differently.

• Preference for socializing in small groups
• Or sometimes even preferring solitude
• Introspective and thoughtful
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Types of Introversion: Social
• Likes to socialize
• Aren’t shy
• But prefer situations with small groups or
solitude

Types of Introversion : Thinking
• “Head in the clouds”
• Introspective, thoughtful, reflective
• Thinking or day dreaming during
conversation
• Creative and imaginative

Types of Introversion: Restrained
•
•
•
•

“Reserved”
Slower pace
Prefer to observe and think before acting
Takes a while to get going or to warm up
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Types of Introversion: Anxious
• Anxious in social situations or crowds
• May seek solitude because they feel
awkward or self-conscious
• Sometimes anxiety doesn’t fade when
alone

Discussion: What is an ALT?
What traits do you associate with an ALT?
What kind of person is the “ideal” ALT?
Your expectations of being an ALT vs reality

Do Your Best
•
•
•
•

Don’t try to become an extrovert
You are not your predecessor
You are not the same as every other ALT
You are not doing it wrong

Identify where your energy comes from
Identify what saps your energy

• Say “yes” to everything.
what you can
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Work Environment
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for extroverts
Japanese culture is group-orientated
Aisatsu
Small talk
Coworkers that lack an understanding of
physical boundaries (“bubble”)
• Staff room desk organization (chaos!!!)

How to Find Solitude at School
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interacting with Students
• You don’t have to entertain them
–That’s not your job!
• There are introverted students, too
• One-on-one
• Indirect interactions

Find an empty space
Watch a gym / cooking class
Take a short walk
Read a book / go to the library
Listen to music
Work on a project away from your desk
Take advantage of your lunch break time

English Corner
• Show rather than say
• Can be interactive (reveal)
• Topics
– Holidays
– Music, movies, books, culture
– Your life (hobbies, travels, friends and family)
– Something to match the textbook
– Random English (slang, regional words,
script/cursive)
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Letter Exchange
• Leave a box in the hallway for letters
• Letters can be written or drawn

Enkais
• You don’t have to go to all/any of them!
• You don’t need a reason or alibi.
• You can say “I’m sorry. I’m busy then.” or
“I already have plans that night.”
• Teachers want you to feel included but
don’t feel pressured by the invitation.
• If/when you do go, it can be good to chat
with some teachers one on one.

Discussion: Work Environment
• What strategies have you developed at
work?
• Any thoughts on the previous ideas?

Introvert Strengths
• Importance of solitude for creativity
• Reflective temperament is ideal for
problem-solving and deep thought
• More cautious approach  fewer
mistakes
• Attention to detail  fewer mistakes
• Self sufficient (not reliant on others or
external means of entertainment)
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Know your Limits
• Take time off when you need it
• Be aware of where your limits are and
stand your ground
• Trust your instincts
• Don’t prioritize others’ needs over your
own
• Don’t feel pressure from the
expectations of others.

Outside of Work

Ideas for Thriving

Find activities that are right for you
Don’t feel guilty about getting down time
Take care of your needs
Create bubbles in your schedule if you
need them
• Feel free to guard your
cave/solitude/whatever

• Use your own strengths
• Being an introvert can be an asset!
• Find the balance that you need to
function
• Take breaks and recharge
• Use challenging situations to hone your
self-awareness and practice your skills at
providing the time and space you need

•
•
•
•

“I believe that introversion is my greatest
strength. I have such a strong inner life that I’m
never bored and only occasionally lonely. No
matter what mayhem is happening around me, I
know I can always turn inward.”
Susan Cain – “Quiet: The Power of Introverts”
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